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Welcome To Veterans Institute
The Freshmen Draws Crowd

(By ALBERT SPRUILL, '48)
So you are coming to A. & T.
huh? Well, I don't think you
have such a bad idea in the back
of your head. A. & T. is alright
with me and I suppose it is with
At its regular meeting on
over a thousand other boys and June 19th, the members of the
girls who were enrolled here teaching staff confronted themthis past year. I should like selves with the important quesThe State-wide institute for
first of all to remind you that tion "How can we generate
A. & T. is no paradise. It is teaching power in students who the purpose of explaining the
benefits that have been providan institution of higher learn- plan to teach"?
ing, and you must keep this in . This question aroused gener- ed by the Federal government
and the State of North Carolina
mind when you come here.
al interest on the part of all was held here on July 10 and
To those of you who plan to present with many taking part 11.
enter college here I should like in the discussion, which develAll of the major veteran laws,
to take this space to send you oped around the three major
were reviewed and their progreetings from
the student factors in every learning situavisions explained by government
body and faculty of A.. & T. Col- tion—personality of the teacher
and business executives conlege. Yes, the school of higher propriety of the method and
nected with t h e i r administralearning wishes very much to sufficiency of the subject matMISS JOHNSONMISS FOXWORTH
tion.
have you a part of them in order ter.
In opening the first session
MISS A. AND T. OF THE 1945 SUMMER SCHOOL — Mrs. that it may be better.
Although reflecting
quite President Bluford explained t h e
Katherine .Johnson, Morven, N. C , (left) was on Thursdlay crowned.
It was my duty to write along
Miss A. and T. of the 1945 summer sehool of t h e Agricultural and with a welcome greeting a word clearly the traditional and pro- purpose of the meeting and how
Technical college, Greensboro, N. C. Her maid of honor was Miss of acquaintance and I shall at- gressive schools of thought the the information which wives,
Ann Foxworth, Marion, S. C , and New Rochelle, N. Y., who is tempt to do so in the next few teachers were not content to parents and other dependents of
end the meeting in a fruitless veterans might be helped by bepictured at the right. The exercises were held) in the Richard B. lines.
debate but decided to formulate ing in a better position to adHarrison auditorium with the stage depicting a southern summers
In view of the fact that the
a statement of principles which vise their service people.
night.
history, etc., will come out in
should
guide every teacher
The main address of the first
the college bulletin I shall diswhether in school or college.
session were delivered by Mr.
cuss extra curricular activities,
According to the decissions of C. P. Pate, chief of the vocationonly.
that
August body, in order for al rehibilitation and education
Extra
curricular
activities
a
teacher
to inspire, stimulate division, Veterans Administraare definitely a part of one's
and
encourage
students to put tion Guidance Center, Chapel
education and itcertainly means
forth
their
best
efforts contin- Hill. Mr. Pate outlined the
a lot to be able to take in at
To become Miss A. & T. is a
educational benefits provided
least one while on the campus. uously over a period of time,
great honor and I am sure all
he or she should observe these by Public Law 346, 7 8th ConThe Agricultural and Techwho witnessed it can say the
gress, popularly known as the
rules:
nical
College offers numerous
The
Summer
session
will
close
same.
"G. I. Bill of Rights." Mr.
1.
Understand
the
laws
acMiss A. & T. for the Summer on August 20, and the convoca- extracurricular activities during cording to which children learn. Husbands explained the eduthe
school
year.
These
include
ot 1945, was Miss Katherine A. tion will be held on. August 19,
2. Keep in mind the necessity cational benefits provided for
disabled veterans under public
Johnson of Morven, North Caro- with baccalaureate and graduat- Sunday school, dohating saciety, of superior teaching.
athletics,
various
clubs
in
one's
law 16, ,'8th Congress.
lnia. She wore a white silk ing exercises being combined on
3.
Realize
the
importance
organdy dress with white ac- one program. There will be about particular field and fraternities and meaning of each day's
These addresses were followed
cessories carrying a bouquet of thirty-five to receive either the and sororities.
by a general discussion and
teaching.
At A. & T. you have yeor
B. S. or M. S. degree. The speakflowers.
4. Require intensive concen- question period. Dr. V. A. Clift
Her runner-up was Miss An- er for the occasion will be Rev. chance to major in whatever tration on subject matter.
was discussion leader.
Many
nie Mae Foxworth , also a stud- Baxter Matthews of Baltimore, field yuo choose and you can
5. Do wide professional read- questions were asked from the
be
confident
that
you
will
get
ent here. She wore a pink net Maryland. Reverend Matthews
floor.
ing.
evenfng dress with rose acces- •is a graduate of A. and T. Later the very best instruction.. If
The afternoon session began
6. Maintain high ideals for,
he attended Virginia Union Uni- you are achemistry prospect you
sories.
and cooperative attitudes to- with an address by Mr. J. F .
There were several attend- versity in Richmond and Yaie in will probably be interested in- ward students, and the teaching Stevens, secretary and treasurer
troduced to the chemistry wizants of Miss Johnson.
They New Haven.
of Gate City Building and Loan
profession.
ard, Dr. M. B. Towns or if you
were Miss Lucille Brown, Mrs.
(Continued On Page Eight)
7. Understand
the psychoare an animal lover you may
Nina Mae Marsh, Miss Thomalogical background of students.
have a chance to meet Dr. W.
sina Bethea, Mrs. Mary Home
Kennedy, or if you like art Mr. 8. Maintain enthusiasm for
Wilson, Miss Pearl Watlington,
Taylor will be glad to greet you. teaching.
Miss Bernice Hawkins, Miss
9. Make subject matter pracMiss Carrye V. Hill, one of You will be assigned anadvisor tical and meaningful to students.
Eva T. Dillard, Mrs. Suella S.
Jenkms, Mrs. Juanita Spauld- the English instructors, has problems are difficult. The peo10. Evaluate critically his or
Miss Carie G. Hargrave of
ing and Miss Wilma Dare Clay- gone to New York University, ple here are just like the ones
(Continued On Page Six)
you
have
at
home,
therefore
you
Wilmington, N. C , was a recent
ton. Their escorts were: Mr. New York, for six weeks to atguest on A, & T.'s campus,
Ira Brewer, Mr. Jeramiah Diggs, tend a College English Teach- have nothing to do but relax
and made yourself at home here.
ers Workshop,.
where she delivered a series of
(Continued on page 6)
If by and chance you come to
The workshop is conducted
lectures on African life as she
by the association of Secondary A. & T. and you don't find it
saw it in Sierra Leone. Miss
here as you expect it to be reSchools and Colleges.
Hargrave lectured at the reguThere wil lbe nine other Col- member one thing "Life is what
It was learned today that up lar chapel periods and to various
leges from the South sending you make it." You can make to July 31st, The Registrar has class groups in Negro history.
a representative to this work- life obey you. Again I wish to received 601 applications for ad- Miss Hargrave has written a
We, as students of A. & T. shop to work on problems in welcome you to A. & T. The mission to college. The girls lead book, "African Primitive Life."
College Summer School express English connected with then- best in the South.
two to one.. So we see there still The following topics are disour gratitude and appreciation particular school.
will be a man shortage on the cussed fully in this book: (1)
to the members who have joined
Mrs. M. H. Jones, Reporter
campus the insuing school term, Family Life and Customs, (2)
our Faculty Staff for the sumbut, girls, don't let this dis- Religious Practices and MarriMrs. Veda J. Stroud of the
mer. They are: Mr. J. .A Tarcourage you. We are sure all ages, (3) Industrial and AgriEducation
teaching
pley, the principal of the Dudley Business
will
enjoy a successful school cultural Opportunities.
High School; Mrs. Pearl Brad- staff has been absenct this sumThe school year 19 45-46 will year.
This book has already been
ley, Mrs. Nancy Arnette and Mr. mer to continue her graduate begin on Tuesday, September 18,
placed on the approved list of
Being
an
upper
classman
I'm
G. A. Rivers, all of Dudley High study in Columbia University in with the registration of Fresh- sure you will find your stay a the North Carolina Education
New York. She is expected to
School.
men and former students, Sep- pleasant one. The subjects are Association.
return to the college about September 20. From present indica- easy, if you apply yourself. The
Mr. Tarpley is the consultant tember 1st.
For two years Miss Hargrave
tions the number of incoming teachers are very considerate. was principal of the R e u b e n
of the workshop, Mrs. Bradley,
.
m—
English instructor, Mrs. Arnette
The appointment of Lieut. Bell freshmen will be larger than the The student body as a whole is Johnson Memorial s c h o o l for
assistant librarian, and Mr. Ri. as head coach has been received record breaking class of last very friendly and will help you Girls in Free Town, Sierra Leone
vers, director of the Phvsical with enthusiasm on the campus year. There wil lbe a large num- in every way they can. So until She now resides in Wilmington,
Education program.
North Carolina.
and among A. and T. fans every- ber of new teachers added to the we see you. I bid you adieu.
staff.
—Marie D. Rivers
Evelyn Harriston, '46. where.
—LOIS HAMILTON, '46

Staff Discusses
Standards

Great Interest
Manifested In
Soldier Problems

Crowning Closing
M i s s A&T S u m m e r
Session

Miss Hill Goes
To Study

African Missionary
Lectures Here

Incoming
Freshmen

New Faculty
Members

Fall Term
BeginsSept.18
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION PAGE

€ije Register Veterans
Institute
Esse Quara Videri

My Philosophy
Of Life

What A Freshman
Thinks

*

<Poet'£ Corner

Life is not just a dream, an
"A school edifice with all its DARLING
illusion
or
some
fancy
idea.
To
volumes
is an intellectual store- Miss you in the morning, when I
A meeting of importance
me, it is real, it is ultimately the house of meet the needs of wake to face the day,
aid Veterans of World War
j growth of personality, moved
Advertising rates reasonable. SubWith the knowledge that my
will be held at A. and T. colle
by the growth of the love of the youth'' — Senocca.
scription rates $1.00 per year.
darling is full h a l f a world
As a freshman I think of A.
Address all communications and beginning Tuesday, July 10, and good, the truth, and the beautiaway,
and T. in a primary sense as a And when the sun lights all the
checks to THE REGISTER, A. and T. continuing through Wednesday, ful.
College. Greensboro, N. C.
To be good is the goal of storehouse of knowledge, with earth and steams the shining
July 11.
This conference was of very human thinking. Rouseau de- each student being a key. I don't dew,
Letters of suggestions, comments
and criticisms will be appreciated.
special interest and benefit to clared that every thing was good however, think of it in terms of My hands are doing " d u t y , " my
by nature and that evil was in- the splender of the buildings, mind is there with you.
Entered as second-class matter. Veterans and civilians, informFebruary 8, 1932, at the Post Office at ing them of their rights under troduced by the malicious de- towering with all its grandeur.
The ache for you is something
Greensboro, N. C, under the act of the laws. Not only was this en- sign of one's enemies. I believe
deep and hard (o verse,
March, 1879.
lightening to veterans on bene- that God is ultimately good and neither do I think of it in terms
of the vastness of the acres of The void grows greater with each
wishes
us
to
enjoy
ourselves;
fits that he is eligible for, but
consequently we are free to land it occupies, neither the way, the lonely pain is worse.
this conference also s e r v e d
REGIGTER STAFF
choose the good and. reject the number of students enrolled. As But when the vacuum deep inEditor in Chief—Lois P. HAMILTON, '46 as a nucleus for the Civilians evil. Thus we can live a good great buildings do not necessary- side swells as large as it can
these
Editorial Board — MARIE D. RIVERS, to whose communities
life and enjoy it more abundant- ily mean a great school, nor do grow,
Chairman, JACQUELINE LYLES, '46. servicemen will be returning.
numerous acres of land, nor a Is when the light has left the sky
ly.
MACCIE MILLS, '46, EVELYN HAIRSTON,
'46.
There were some outstanding
To search for truth is another influx of students. But I'm and to my cot I go.
Art Editor—IRA BREWER, '47
authorities from the Veterans goal of human activity. It is thinking in terms of the princiProduction—ALMA AKERS, '46, EUNICE Administration and other Gov- the sole end, if we wish to free ples that A. and T. stands upon. Then missing you becomes a pasPOWERS, '46.
It is a school that every North sion so intensely deep
ernmental agencies who lectured men from human suffpring and
Reporters—ALBERT SPRUETLL, '48, JAMES
JONES. '49, MRS. MARTHA H. JONES. and led group discussions on top- material cares so that they may Carolinian should he proud of. That I must tell my restless mind
MRS. LENA PURNELL.
ics most essential to the veter. obtain freedom in the study and It offers Negro youth a kind of the thoughts of you and sleep.
FACULTY ADVISER
ans.
contemplation of truth. There training that will possibly best Then in the night when all my
DEAN WARMOTH T. GIBBS
serve his immediate welfare— mind guilds thoughts to all my
This was the first time that are times when truth frightens
industrial education of the high- heart,
us;
it
seems
cruel,
and
haunts
a Conference of this type has
est type for both young men and I dream of being with my steewever been held at any Negro us as a phantom. In our fright women.
heart and all the pains depart.
courage
whispers,
"Be
Strong,
college in this section, and with
I think A. and T. is one Negro
Miss Elizabeth Gibbs assistant the cooperation, of both Veter- does not, the Holy spirit say. that institution that the future holds One day there will be a splendid
librarian who has been on leave ans and Civilians this can be a the truth shall make you free"?
no limit as far as advancement dawn, and we shall be together,
of absence for the study of li-1 highly successful Conference
Truth should not be feared, and growth are concerned.
And then the sun will brightly
There are many discharged for it alone is beautiful. Tn seedbrary science at the University of
Everyone likes to think of shine, regardless of the weathChicago visited the college for a Veterans today who are missing ing tbe truth one should com- his school as being the best, but er;
few days at the opening of sum- grand opportunities due to their pletely free his soul from preju- as a freshman, and the respect For every day I miss you now, I
mer school. She received the B. lack of information as to secur- dice, passion and im'ustice. it I hold for A. and T. there is no will dearly kiss you then,
L. S. degree in June and is con- ing benefits that they are elig- is necessary to obtain absolute doubt in my mind that this word And when the debt is paid, my
tinuing her study this summer. ible to get under the Veterans sincerity. When found, this truth "Best" is still
predominant darling, we will pay the debt
legislation.
srives joy and happiness.
when I think of A. and T.; the again.
Miss Effiette Martin of our
There are many Civic and
We speak of the beautiful not school we all love so well.
Faculty has returned from L. Social Agencies that are willing
—JAMES JONES, '40.
A poem to his sweetheart, comalone m the sense of materia'
Richardson Memorial hospital to go "all out" in helping the
things, such as the beauty of
posed by:
after an operation. We hope Veterans rehabilitate and adconduct, the beauty of order in
Cpl. Edgar Murphy,
to have her back with us for just themselves to our Society,
society and the beauty of justice
A. S, N. 34938516
the last six weeks of Summer they lack sufficient authentic but the beauty of nature and of
44555th Q. M. Service.
school.
information and proceedures. true virtue, love of goodness,
A. V. O. 408, c/0 P. M.,
New York, N. Y.
Captain Robert L. Campbell is Such proceedures and informa- truth and beauty. I hope you
This question is believed to be
well on the way to recovery after tion was given at this conference. understand, my friends.
undergoing a serious operation Civilians, this should be your
The sum of my phylosophy of one of national interest. Every
at L. Richardson
Memorial challenge.
life is the Golden Rule. "Do where parents and youth are SENIOR CLASS POEM, 1945
Since this Institute is free to unto others as you would have greatly concerned as to whether
hospital. Capt. Campbell exa college education is prere- As we step out into the world
presses his desire to be back the public, it is hoped that you them do unto you."
quisite to a richer and happier Which is so war-torn,
will feel it your responsibility
with us very soon.
—L. M. PURNELL.
We shall strive to make it better
life.
to attend .
Speaking as a student in col- For generations yet unborn.
Miss Mary E. Devine, of the
To the Civilian population:
lege and as an elementary Young men who came here as
class of 19 44 was a recent visitor They (Veterans) offered their
teacher, I realize how important freshmen,
to the campus. Miss Devine is lives, you serve them by coopera college background can be for As timid as could be,
still remembered by many sum- ating and advising them.
This session of Summer school
anyone. Regardless of what one Are now serving our country.
mer school teachers.
—IRA BREWER, '4 7.
at A. and T. has been and is now
aspires to become the knowledge On land, in the air, and at sea.
quite inspiring, beneficial, and
Mr. R. E. Martin, head of the
and contact developed at college
enjoyable. Each member of the
Social Science department of the
will help an individual to be- Young women who had nevelt
faculty greets us daily with a
college has been awarded a
come more efficient in his field Traveled far from home.
fellowship by the Social Science
Are now helping our boys
Well Seniors, you seem to he smile which makes the students, of endeavor.
association of New York to do a struggling very hard now, but though many miles from loved
Our own government realized Far across the foam.
research project in the states of who cares about a little hard ones feel at home.
the. advantages of higher learn- There are those who are not in
Virginia, North Carolina and work? Not you, I am sure. The
In each course our attention ing, in that, the ex_service men the actual fight,
South Carolina. He will be ab- very thought of the sight of the has been directed toward modern
are encouraged to continue then- Working in defense plants
sent from the college during the long sought goal is stimulus trends, new ideas and a fuller
Both day and night.
education.
year of 1945-46.
enough to make your burden life.
It is hoped that the boys who
The Work Shop is of special are returning home from the What are we going to do
The following persons who are lighter.
I quote, "Heights of great men interest to me. It was this par- war will take full advantage of After we leave dear A. and T.?
members of the Summer School
Join in the struggle and
were called home on accout of reached and kept were not at- ticular area that claimed my ac- this opportunity.
tained by a sudden flight, but ceptance in summer school this
Some regard college as a Fight for democracy.
death in their family.
Problems
of
various foundation
upon which one We are not planning to stand
Mrs. M. Cooper was called they while their companions year.
slept
were
toiling
upward
in
the
discription have been and are builds his social life. Who can idly by
away to her home, Saturday,
night.''
being discussed, others are be- disregard the lessons of team- And watch the things for which
June 23, on account of the sudThere have been quite a num- ing considered. Suggestions of work and sportsmanship learned our boys fought
den passing of her sister. Mrs.
Cooper lives at 7 0 Ashe street, | ber of compliments passed on the methods and approach have been playing football or basketball in Slowly fade and die.
i class of which you should be numerous. Attention frequen- college?
Charleston, S. C.
I proud.
Even to those of us who do The class of '4 5 has many plans
tly has been directed to new
—MRS. M. H. JONES.
Mrs. L. M. Purnell was called
world ideas in regards to educa- not anticipate a profession. Col- in mind
away due to the death of her
tion and: the training of youth. lege is a definite necessity. We To improve conditions for all
NARROW ESCAPE
brother in New York city, TuesDr. Clift, Mr. Tarpley, Dean are coming to realize that col- mankind.
day, June 26. Mrs. Purnell lives
A six - inch Jap naval shell Gibbs and others have given lege training is very important We will win the banner for dear
in Baltimore, Md.
struck two feet away from the the group in the Work Shop a to girls who just expect to be old A .and T.
And spread its standards over
foxhole in which reclined Anti- wealth of wholesome instruction housewives.
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Brown aircraft Gunner Jack W. Knapp
Summing up the advantages land and sea.
which if lived up to will be a
was called away June 17, on of Watkineland, N. Y., during
safe guide to many in -the period of a college education, I would So we depart with hearts brave
account of the death of her fa- the heavy fighting around Dasay that the advantages gained and strong,
of transition.
ther in Buffalo, N. Y.. Mrs. vao.
The explosion lifted him
by attending college are indeed We won't say goodbye,
May
they
be
waiting
here
many
Brown lives at 23 6 Riddle street, out of his foxhole, turned him
great. Since knowledge is life; We'll just say "So Long.''
years
hence,
to
guide
others
who
over
in
mid-air
a
couple
of
times,
Jeffersonville, Indiana.
for a richer and very wholesome
may
want
to
keep
their
minds
Miss Annie Foxworth gained landed him in a waterfilled ditch
Composed by
life, attend college.
alert
in
a
changing
world.
ten
feet
away.
He
emerged
mudmuch popularity as a sponsor of
NELDA J. SCOTT.
- —By MARIE D. RIVERS.
—MRS.
A.
C.
MATTHEWS.
dy
but
uninjured.
social activities.

Published monthly during the collegiate year by the students of A.
and T. College.
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ON A N D A B O U T THE C A M P U S
C r o w n i n g Of M i s s A. & T.
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A. & T. Summer Students
Find Enjoyment Here
A

Chapel Program
By Talented Summer
School Students

CROWNING SCENE—Seated Left to Right: Willa M. Cole, Miss Pearl Watlington, Mrs. Mary
<). Wilson, Miss Thoniasina Bethea, Mrs. Nina M ae Marsh, Miss Lucille Brown, Miss Aannie
Foxworth, Miss Catherine Johnson, Miss Addie B land, Miss Bernice Hawkins, Miss Eva Dillard,
Mrs. Suella Jenkins, Mrs. Juanita Spalding, M iss Wilma Clayton. Standing left to right: Pvt.
Thomas Michaux, Herman Standback, Jeremiah D iggs, Frank Sumner, James Gillicm, Benjamin
Thomas, Richard Harrell, Joseph ("amp, Ira Bre wer, 1). A. Williams, PrezeU Robinson. Flower
Girls, left to right seated: Barbara Martin, Gwe ndolyn Shippman, Anna Reese, Anna Louise
Watson. Crown Bearer: Robert Martin, seated t o the right.

Candidates For Miss
A. &T. Interviewed
The inquiring reporter has
been fortunate in securing some
inside information regarding the
candidates for Miss A. and T.
The following are some news
and views about each contest,
ant:
Miss Juanita Spaulding of
Greensboro, is a student at
Fayetteville Teachers' College.
Her hobbies are tennis, swimming, dancing, reading and going to the movies. She is affiliated with the Lucy Lancy
Club and the Garden clu'b.
Also from Greensboro, is Mrs.
Suella S. Jenkins, who is a
teacher at Elon College, N. C.
Besides her work with the Girl
Scout program, she enjoys reading, sewing and collecting pic.
tures.
From New Rochelle, N. Y.,
comes Miss Annie M. Foxworth
a student of A. and T. college,
and a member of Brooks Memorial Club. She being a very
energetic young l a d y , enjoys
dancing, swimming and reading.

Another young teacher from
South Carolina is vivacious Miss
Willia Mae Code. She is a member of the Zeta Phi Beta Sonority and a regular student at
Livingstone college. Her hobbies
are
reading
and
collecting
poems.
Miss Bernice Virginia Hawkins, of Maxton, N. C. is a Junior
at State Teacher's college of
Fayetteville, N. C. She is a member of the college choir, Women's
Collegiate club and Service club.
She likes to sing, read, dance
and sew.

Who's Who Among
The Summer School
Students At A. &T.

Mrs. Bradley, an English instructor who has joined our
summer school faculty presented a dramatic program representing some of the talented
students on the campus on July
6, 1945.
Mr. E. T. Moore from Hickory,
N. C, Principal of East Hickory
Elementary school who is now
doing graduate work gave a
d r a m a t i c reading entitled
"Nebuchadnezzar". Scene: in a
county jail.
Miss Verda Mae McMurray of
Greensboro, a teacher at Pitt
County elementary school, who
is now studying for a B. S. degree gave a monologue, "A
Cheerful Neighbor."
Scene: In the living room of
a neighbor.
A skit, entitled "The Sergeant"
by Lawrence M. Klee, released
by the Victory Players Script of
the American Theater Wing, was
presented by regular students.
The characters are: Frances
played by Miss Eva A. Foster,
advanced junior and a major in
elementary education of Greensboro.

AND T. IN SIMM Eli
[ am very happy to say .that
my summer here at A. and T. has
been a very nice one.
Being a regular student. I
have enjoyed talking and being
with the Summer School folks
and asking them questions of
their past experience. I find all
of them to be very interesting.
There has been plenty Of , activities on the campus to k;eep
everyone busy, and I am sure
that everyone has enjoyed the
number of dances that were
given by the candidates for Miss
A. and T. To the winning candidate I congratulate you on obtaining such an honor, as to be
crowned "Miss A. and T."
To the graduating class I bid
you adieu, and hope to follow
you soon.
—MAGGIE R. MILLS, '46.

Having interviewed a number of students on the campus.
it has been definitely decided
that the following named persons are indeed what they are
acclaimed to be.
The Best Dressed — Mrs.
Elizabeth Hawkins.
The Most Personality — Mrs.
From Leaksville, N. C. comes Marie D. Rivers.
Mae played by Miss Lois P.
Miss Eva Dillard. She teaches
The Wittiest — Miss E. Goff.
Hamilton,
senior from Norfolk,
public school music in the eleThe Most Intelligent — Mrs.
Va., a major in elementary edumentary school of Rosboro, N. J. Wells Adams.
cation.
C. She is a member of the Y. W.
The Most Charming •— Miss
C. A. Her hobbies are music,
The Sergeant played by Mr.
Willie M. Code.
art craft, and reading.
Richard H. Harrell from Suffolk,
The Most Attractive — Miss Va., who has received his degree
Miss Katherine A. Johnson,
Evelyn Foxworth.
and is now doing post-graduate
a teacher in the Moruem High
The Most Prayerful — Rev. work.
s c h o o l , Moruem, N. C, is a
member of the science, Choral Geo. W. Green.
Scene: On a street corner at a
and Dramatic clubs. Her hobbies
The Most Humorous •— Miss car stop.
are reading, sewing, cooking, Helen De Berry.
A monodrama entitled "The
dancing and tennis.
The Most Versatile — Miss E. Button," was given by Mr. Albert
—MARIE D. RIVERS. Goff.
W. Spruill of Columbia, N. C., a
The Neatest •— Miss Wilma sophomore majoring in Vocational Agriculture.
D. Clayton.
Scene: At an American prison
The Most Studious — Mrs.
in a solitary confinement cell.
T. P. Crawford.
—EVELYN HAIRSTON, '4 6.
The Critic of Holland Hall —
Miss Lucille Brown, of JonesMrs.
Roberta
Harris.
Should or should not ladies go
ville, S. C, is an elementary
The Most Observing — Mrs.
school teacher. She is a mem- without stockings?
1—J. R. W. Grandy says— C. M. Holmes.
ber of the Alpha Phi Tau club.
The Most Entertaining —Mrs.
Her hobbies are dancing, movies, yes, they should due to the shortOn July 4th, the Student Body
age of Nylons, because rayons Alicia Stitt.
and basket-ball.
and the Faculty Members were
The
Best
Ail-Round
Student
cordially invited to attend a picFrom Hamlet, N. C, is Miss will sag at the knee.
2—James Daniels says •— —Mrs. Marie D. Rivers.
nic down at the College Farm.
Thomasina Bethea who is a
The
Most
Ladylike
—
Mrs.
The picnic began at 3:00 o'clock
recent graduate of Morristown Should not, because it adds a Vivian Wilson.
by everyone meeting in front of
Jr. college, Tenn. She is a mem- great deal of neatness and also
The Most Congenial — Mrs.
the dining hall for a jolly ride
ber of the Dramatic and De- neatness to the feminine quali- Vivian Pickard.
on the bus to the farm.
bating clubs. Her hobbies are ties.
The
Best
Gospel
Singer
—
3—Frederick Austin says —
On reaching the farm, everyreading, swimming and dancThey should, because the war Mrs. Orddie Cox.
one began looking for some
ing.
The
Most
Cultured
—
Miss
is still on and it takes a great
game to enter, such as c a r d s
Miss Pearl Watlington of
deal of silk for the war effort. Euphrasia Lewis.
and Softball. Just as everyone
Greensboro, is a teacher who en.
The Best Poise and Carriage
4—Daniel Raye — Women
had begun to enjoy themselves
joys reading, tennis and movies.
should be entitled to their own —Mrs. Nina M. Marsh.
dark clouds rolled across the
Mrs. Mary H. Wilson, of BisThe Friendliest — Miss Nora
opinion. Frankly, I see no nesky, thunder rumbled and small
coe, N. C , an elementary school
Jackson.
cessity in wearing silk hose.
showers began drizzling down.
teacher and principal, is a memThe Best Mannered — Miss
5—James Gilliam — Women
Then the treat of the evening
ber of the Woman's club and
Eva
Dillard.
should wear stockings as it imcame, the lunch was served, conDramatic club of her home. Her
The Most Genuine •— Mrs.
proves that lady-like appearance.
sisting of fried chicken, potato
hobbies are Industrial Arts, and
Hattie
P.
Washington.
—ALMA AKERS AND
salad, tomatoes, watermelon and
Home making.
The
Campus Artist •— Mr. punch. After lunch everyone sat
JACQUELINE LYLES, '45
Ira
Brewer,
Jr.
Miss Wilma Dare Clayton, an
around to gossip. I am quite
The Campus Songster •— Miss sure everyone had a nice time.
energetic young teacher of RoxCaldonia Brown.
boro, N. C, enjoys sports, danc- CHAMPION SOUVENIR
—MAGGIE R. MILLS, '46.
SENDER
ing and reading.
Corporal Virgil C. Stroud land, France, Belgium, Holland,
Mrs. Nina Mae Marsh, a young
Slaves were aought by the Azteacher of Lee County Training clearly holds first place among and now Germany. From all of tecs by the payment of 100 cocoa
school of Sanford, N .C, is a the A. and T. service men and these places some kind of souve- beans.
member of the Young Women's women in the number of souve- nir has come. Congratulations
club. She utilizes her leisure nirs, cards, coins and other news Corporal Stroud, The Register
Hurricanes and earthquakes
time writing poetry, playing items he has sent from Europe. wishes you and others Bon are common in the Marianas isHe has been stationed in Eng- Voyage!
tennis and reading.
lands.

Public
Opinion

The Picnic

A. AND T. IN SUMMER
A. and. T. is a nice plaoe to
spend the summer if education
is your aim. The entertainment
is good and the food excellent.
It is very interesting to be in
classes with teachers who already have some knowledge of
what we expect to meet when we
have finished our course of
studies, also to hear of some of
the problems we will come in
contact with when we leave A.
and T.
I don't detest going to the
library but it is one of the hottest spots on the campus in summer. I have to go and like it,
because classes, as usual require
library material.
There are many things to do
during your leisure time, if you
can take what the sun has to
offer. This is A. and T. in summer.
—EUNICE POWERS, '46.
A. AND T. SUMMER SCHOOL
I really can say I am enioying
summer school to the highest
despite the hot weather.
Being a winter student, it has
been an enjoyment to mingle
with school teachers and older
men and women. To be in class
with them is quite amusing. To
learn about their different experiences and problems is also
very interesting to me.
There seems to be a lot of
extra-curricular activities on the
campus to keep one hurried at
all times, and I certainly like to
be doing something at all times.
The campus is very beautiful
this time of year. The trees are
in full bloom to give plenty of
shade for those who detest too
much sun. The food is good and
plentiful at all times.
The classes are interesting and
teachers are v e r y considerate.
To me summer school is fine.
—LOIS HAMILTON, '46.
MY SUMMER AT A. AND T.
COLLEGE
I have enjoyed thus far the
days that I have spent in summer school. There have been a
few disagreeable days. However
I did not let it confront me with
my studying.
I am glad to see the interest
that the regular students have
in participating in the various
activities that now exist on the
campus.
I extend my best wishes to
all members of the graduating
class.
—EVELYN HAIRSTON. '46.
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A PLACE FOR THE FAMIILY

The above picture is that of Mr and Mrs. Washington Hawkins
and their two daughters, Bomice and Phyllis. Mr. Hawkins a
graduate of A. and T., class of '25 is principal of a; graded school
in Robeson county. Mrs. Hawkins is also a teacher in Robeson.
Bernice is a junior at Fayetteville State Teachers College. The
baby is in nursery school here.

Ohrea Bagwell
Wins Contest
"Today the Negro is facing
the greatest crisis in his history," was the observation made
by Miss Ohrea Bagwell in her
first-prize winning essay entitled, "The Negro's Plea For
Understanding," in a contest
conducted by the Greensboro
chapter of the North Carolina
Interracial
Commission.
The
contest, held recently, included
all the colleges in the County.
"Negroes are coming to realize," Miss Bagwell's essay continued, "that the Negro dilemma
is no longer confined to the
South; that the old Negro idea
of northern freedom is a myth."
"Daily we see and hear of
things happening that try the
very soul of Negroes who yearn
for freedom. To talk about interracial and intercultural goodwill is fine enough, but to talk
and do nothing is to lose a golden opportunity and to break
faith with future generations.
"Just as we cannot survive
long on a diet of bread and water,
neither can interracial harmony
be obtained without maintenenance on the part of all people
concerned. We know that racial
unity depends upon that feeling of brotherhood which must
be present in our society if we'
want to pull together as one.
We have a great task before us*
We must come together and
work on our individual problems
•with open minds. Very often we
have thought of race relations
simply as relations involving the
Negro. We have thought of the
Negro problem and race relations simultaneously. The Negro is not a problem nor is he
a liability. It is a matter of
group relationships with mutual
difficulties on both sides of the
fence.
"The Negro fight unreservedly for democracy. Will America
be wise enough to abolish all
such institutions that are barriers to Negro freedom and civilization such as segregation. Jim

Crowism, disfranchisement and
lynching? We shall seek it,
making no excuse.
"Improved human relationships are essential within our
nation and will exercise a great
effect on the post war readjustments which nations and races
all over the world will be called
upon to make."
Miss Bagwell, who was awarded a B. S. degree May, 1945,
was given the $25 prize by C.
A. Hines, chairman of the Board
of Trustees of A. and T. college
and chairman of the Interracial Commission.
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Alumni
Elect
Officers
C. O. Howell, principal of the
Gibsonville High School, Gibsonsonville, N. C, was named president of the Alumni Association
of A. and T. college in its annual meeting, to serve for the
ensuing year. He succeeded H.
C. Goore, principal of Jordan
Sellars High School, Burlington,
N. C. Representatives were in
attendance from many sections
of the state and all parts of the
country. Pres. F. D. Bluford of
the college, in a brief talk, commended the organization for the
work it is doing in spreading the
traditions and ideals of the institution. The executive committee was authorized to organize
chapters in all communities
where A. and T. graduates are
located.
Other officers elected were J.
C. McLaughlin, dean of the
school of agriculture at A. and
T. college and W .E. Waddell,
principal of the Albermarle high
school, Albemarle, N. C, vice
presidents; R. E. Jones, Negro
agent for North Carolina, secretary; Miss M. M. Graves,
teacher, Mt. Olive, N. C , assistant secretary and J. T. Daniels,
principal Pender County training school, Rocky Point, N. C,
treasurer.

Mr. Mason
Returns

Mr. Bernard L. Mason, instrumental music instructor of
A. & T. College, after taking
an advance course at the University of Michigan, has returned.
Mr. Mason left A. & T. in June
19 44, and attended the University from that time until June
19 45.
During his obsence Mr.
Ahern, the former band instructor at A. & T. filled his vacancy,
and did an excellent job as instructor.
Due to the excellent work of
Mr. Mason and Mr. Ahern many
of A. & T.'s musicians are playing in the bands of our Armed
Forces in many parts of the
world.
To Mr. Mason hats off! We
are glad to have you back with
Miss Ethyl B. Wise, a popu- us, and we are sure you will
lar Soprano of the New York continue the excellent work you
have done in the past years.
scene, appeared in a Song ReJames Jones '49'
cital in the Richard B. Harrison
Auditorium of A. & T. College,
Greensboro, N. C, on June 28.
Miss Wise, who holds the de.
On July 3, Miss Annie Mae
gree of bachelor of arts and Foxworth presented a talent probachelor's degree of music from gram and a dance to the summer
Howard University, was born and schoolers.
educated in Washington, D. C.
The program was full of ention, Miss Wise began her teach- joyment for everyone. The paring career as directress of ticipants were regular students;
Music at Lincoln University, Caldonia Brown solo, Burnice
Avery stunts, Eva Foster gave
Jefferson City, Missouri.
Being a recipient of many her own composition, Summer
scholarships, honors and awards school t e a c h e r s , Mr. B. T.
she did further study at the Moore reading, Mrs. J. Wells
Juillard School of Music, New Adams, Mr. Oddie J. Cox solo,
York City and at the American and Mrs. E. J. Moore gave two
Conservatory Master School of solos. From ORD we were
honored with a tap dance, Quar.
Music, Chicago.
tet and solos.
Miss Wise recently returned
After the talent program we
from a trip to North Africa,
gathered in the gym and danced.
Corsica and Italy. There she
Thanks to Miss Foxworth for a
served as a volunteer in the
very lovely evening.
United Service Organization.
—JACQUELINE LYLES, '46
Miss Wise is regarded as an
exceptionally
well
equipped
This year a dinner-dance has
singer. She sings with accuracy been planned as a highlight of
and finish. Her diction and fine the social calendar for the secvoice aroused the audience to ond session of Summer School.
A reception for the graduating
a great enthusiasm.
seniors is also being planned.
By Marie D. Rivers.

Miss Ethel Wise
Heard On Lyceum

Talent Night
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Chatter Box
The first six weeks of summer
school has passed and B. and C.
Derr haven't met their soldier
friends yet.
M. Ruth M. you will have to
straighten up and fly right because Marion G. Will he here
the second six weeks.
James J. is trying very hard
to take up where John J. left
off, after all he is one of the
Jones boys.
Nat. Harris, come clean now,
who is the girl?
Miss M. D. is the campus mascot.
Say Doc, since Mildred H.
came to town you forgot A.
Young.
I see M. Lois S. took up where
Cat A. left off. She calls him
Smoothy or Smokey.
I see McMillan, Jack, Fox and
Stewart are our play boys of
the campus. R. Franks, Jackie
L., S. Norcum, Lois H., M.
Steele started the ball rolling
and now all the other girls are
trying to anchor them.
The soldiers have taken over
the campus as far as R. Watkins,
Burnice A., and M. Owens, are
concerned.
Buchannon has a sharp looking soldier, what do you think
about him Mariah.
Cat Gilliam and his Cabbage.
Folks, have you heard about
the Lean Man's Club?
Cat Gilliam, founder, honorary member and
president,
Kimple, secretary and Cuthbertson, treasurer.
All of the dances we are favored with a floor show, starring J.
Lyles and Alexander Giles.
Vivian Totten is lonesome
since Melvin didn't stay for
summer school.
Nancy G. and Sarg. are still
marking time.
What has happened to Sara
Norcum she stays in a lot these
hot days.
This chatterbox would not be
complete without the popular
boys of regular school, well Jinxy
Red, Frank Sumner, Dan Ray,
F. D. Whitted, James Daniels,
Bill Saunders, Walter Lewis,
arent raising any sand, can you
imagine?

Contributions For
Y Hnt Fund
The following is quoted from
a letter penned by Pfc. James
H. Reeves, Jr., class of '43, who
is now stationed in the Aleutian
Islands.
"The guys and I felt that we
should do something about helping the 'Y' Memorial Fund, so-oo
we got together a little dough
($53.00)
fifty-three
dollars.
Sending it your way now.
Started' not to point my finger
at anyone, but decided that it
wouldn't hurt — here they are:
James S. Woods, Clarence F.
Holt, McCray, Andrew Thompson, Joe Leonard, "Abe" Taylor,
" J u g " Douglas, Booker McNeil,
Douglas Faison, Wilbur Pierce,
Harold Lanier, Harold L. Tarpley, John T. Gibson, and Jim
Reeves.
"Aleutian Aggies",
Head quarters Company, 3 64th
Infantry,
A. P. O. No. 980,
Care of Postmaster,
Seattle, Washington.

Suggested List
Of Reading
For Teachers
The following listed books are
recommended as a good investment for any teachers library.
Special attention is directed to
"A Bell for Adano" by John
Hersey and "G. I. Nightingale"
by Theresa Archard. For biography, read "George Washington Carver" by Rockham Holt.
Emily Post's book and Etiquette
assures the right procedure in
the social world. If you plan to
add several books to your library
or if you are just beginning your
collection of books, before making your purchase consult this
list. Notice that this includes
books on Fiction, Non-Fiction,
Juvenile, Poetry and even Mystery. Remember there's nothing
like reading a good murder story
upon retiring for bed.
FICTION
Great Son, by Edna Ferber.
Leave Her to Heaven, by Ben
A. Williams.
Earth and High Heaven, by
Gwethalyn Graham.
The Green Years, by Dr. A. J.
Cronin.
China Sky, by Pearl S. Buck.
G. I. Nightingale, by Theresa
Archard.
For Whom the Bell Tolls, by
Ernest Hemingway.
A Bell for Adano, by John
Hersey.
Prides Way, by Robert Molloy.
Some of These Days, by Sophie
Tucker.
NON-FICTION
George Washington Carver,
by Rockham Holt.
Aristotle to
Einstein, by
Justus J. Schifferes.
Etiquette, by Emily Post.
Black Boy, by Richard Wright.
Report on the Russians, by
W. L. White.
A. Woolcott: His Life and His
Work, by Samuel H. Adams.
Contagious Diseases, by Dr.
W. M. Bauer.
Brave Men, by Ernie Pyle.
JUVENILE
Two Lands For Ming, by Stanley Chin and Virginia Fowler.
One God, by Florence M.
Fitch.
Sandy, by Elizabeth Janet
Gray.
Dixie Dobie, by Margaret S.
Johnson, Helen L. Johnson.
POETRY
Selected Poems, by John
Crowe Ransom.
Tahl, by Jeremy Ingalls.
MYSTERY
The Case of the Black-Eyed
Bland, by Erie Stanley Gardner.
Not Quite Dead Enough, by
Rex Stout.
Death Comes as the End, by
Agatha Christie.
—MARIE D. RIVERS,
MAX WESTERBAND
HERE

There was a dance at the
college gymnasium Friday, July
6, at whic htime Max Westerband
and his Colleigate orchestra
played.
Their dance was under the
auspicies of the social committee. Everyone wore evening
dresses and men dark suits.
The decorations, thanks should
go to Mr. Grandy. The colors
were pink and .green, and red,
white and blue. There were
shrubs in the form of trees and
two or three love seats located
under arbors.
At intermission everyone was
The falls of the Igussau River
in Brazil are 62 feet higher than served a splendid repast. I am
quite sure it was a gala occasion.
Niagara.
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B u s i n e s s Education
S h o w s Gains
1945 Graduates

The college is desirous of having all students in the summer
school use their time profitably
and enjoyably. The following
committees have done a grand
job in planning and carrying
out the summer school program:

Yes, the seniors have gone out
into the wide, wide, world and
have made adjustments and have
been appointed to several positions. Why? Because they are
A. and T. grads.
Those who have positions that
we know are:
Miss Catherine Atkinson, Secretary to Mr. Warner Pawson,
music director at Howard University.
Miss Fannie Simmons, teaching French and English in the
High school at Garland, N. C.
Miss Edna Moore, TeachingFrench and Biology at Bennettsville, S. C.
Mr. Wilson York, clerking in
the bank of Danville, Va.
Mr. Thomas Penn, teaching
Biology in Charlotte, N. C.
Miss Victoria Black, Home
Demonstration Agent here in
N. C.
Miss Edwina Faulkner, government job in Washington.
Salley George, Home Ec. job
in Cleveland county.
Juanita Wharton, Home Ec.
job in Robeson county.
Archie Wiley, teaching Vocational Agriculture in Madison,
N. C.
Julia Johnson, teaching History
in Hickory, N. C.
Anna Henderson,
teaching
Commercial Education at Dudley
High school, Greensboro.
Wilhelmina McDonald, teaching History in Virginia.
Others who have been recommended are:
Earl High, Herman Standback, Richard Harrell, Augusta
Allen Waddell, Gladys Ruffin,
Emma Boone, Dorothy Garrett,
Signora Lea, Mary Thompson,
Edith Lomax, Helen Lowdermilk, Ruth Daley, Virginia Corpening, and Davis Waldron.
I hope to be with my fellow
students and all of the clan of
'46 can join me in saying this.
What ever you do fellow students do your best and you will
be successful.
—LOIS HAMILTON, '4 6.

I—Committee for Miss A. andT.
a. Purpose — To promote a
program of choosing and crowning of Miss A. and T. of Summer
School.

Opening Reception
By Social Committee

STAFF MEMBERS—From left to right: Foreground seated: Miss Evelyn Hairs ton, Greensboro, N. C , Mrs. Martha H. Jones, Shelby, N. C , Miss Maggie Mills, Watha, N. C. Seated behind
desk: Miss Lois Hamilton, Norfolk, Va., Mrs. Marie D. Rivers .Spartanburg, S. C. Standing: Miss
Eunice Powers, Wallace, N. C , Mrs. Lena Purnell, Baltimore, Maryland, and Miss Jacqueline
Kyles, Asheville, N. C.

The Register Vo-Ag Work Shop
Staff At Work Held Here
Editor-in-chief, Lois P. Hamilton, class of '46. Production
Board, Miss Eunice Powers,
class '46, Miss Alma Akers, class
'46.
Board of Editors, Mrs.
Marie Rivers, chairman, Summer
School teacher. Miss Evelyn
Hairston, class of '46, Miss Jacqueline Lyles, class '46, Miss
Maggie Mills, class '46. Reporters
and not present: James Jones,
James Spruill. Not present Mrs.
Lena Purnell, Mrs. Martha H.
Jones, and Ira Brewer, Art
Editor.
ft

Pickin's" From the
Graduating Class
A&T Summer School
The graudating class of A. and
T. college Summer school regrets that it has been unable to
meet all its members since it
was organized due to the "Practice Teaching" of some of its
members.
We hope Physics and Chemistry will not be a stumbling
block to the next graduating
class.
*
These subjects are making us
sweat. This also is an excuse
for the absence of some of our
members from class meetings.
The prospective graduating
list of thirty members has been
posted. We hope there will be
thirty when the roll is called.
Each of us has his fingers crossed.
We expect the support of the
entire Summer school attendants and faculty members to
each affair sponsored by the
class or else the fee covering the
admission af the affair.
We are pleased to have Mr.
Wise as our class advisor. He
seems to understand our short
comings.
HAS ITS ADVANTAGES
Spending most of your time
in a foxhole has only one advantage—you can save a lot of cash.
During 39 months in the Pacific,
41st Division soldiers have sent
home $8,544,000 in postal money orders. This does not. include
money saved thruogh allotments
or Soldiers' Savings accounts.

The District Conference of
Negro Vocational Agriculture
Teachers of North Carolina met
during the week of July 9th
through 13th at A. and T. college, Greensboro, for their annual
work shop and sectional N. F.
A. contest.
This workshop was ably led
by Prof. S. B. Simmons, State
Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture, who was assisted by
Professors C. E. Dean, teacher
trainer of A. and T. college and
W. T. Johnson, Rural Engineering and R. W. P. T. Supervisor
of A. and T. college.
Mr. Roy H. Thomas, N. C.
Supervisor of Vocationl Education, State Department of Education, Raleigh, was present and
made an inspiring address to the
teachers on past accomplishments and the state plans for
the coming year. Mr. Thomas
was able to secure the following
leaders to aid in this work shop,
Dr. F. W. Lathrop, U. S. Office
of Education, Washington, D. C.,
and Miss E. S. Barrett, North
Carolina Department of Vocational Education.
This conference gives success
to the solving of problems
through committees, and the
following were appointed by Mr.
Simmons; Committees on Evaluation, Guidance, Sweet Potato
Production and Dairy Cattle
management and Showing.
The following persons were
leaders in the workshops. Dr.
Lathrop, Evaluation of Departments; Miss Barrett, Guidance;
Dr. Kennedy, Dairying; and
Prof. Dean, Sweet Potatoes.
Many of the Teachers had
contestants in the Sectional N.
F. A. contest and a very favorable impression was made upon
state and national leaders. North
Carolina was winner in the following contests: Quartette, Public speaking, Talent and Stunts.
The winners from Virginia
were in the N. F. A. quiz.
Handsome prizes will be
awarded to these contestants
who won and all are expected
to go to the National Convention in Nashville, Tenn., during
the month of August.
Honorary memberships were

given to three A. and T. college
graduates in the state N. F. A.
organization; Mr. R. E. Jones,
N. C. State Ext. Agent, Mr. Ross
W. Newsome, Va. State Ext.
Agent and to Prof. W. T. Johnson, Rural Engineer Inst, and
R. W. P. T. Supervisor in Negro
Vocational Departments.

.

#>

Summer School
Committees
Are Active

b. Members — Miss C. V.
Hill, chairman; Mr. A. C. Bowling, Miss M. Thompson, Mr. C.
R. A. Cunningham, Miss M. A.
Simmons, Vice-Chairman, Mr.
H. C. Taylor, Mr. B. L. Mason,
Mr. W. H. Gamble, Mr. R. E.
Martin, Mr. J. R. Grandy, Mrs.
P. B. Bradley, Dr. Virgil Clift,
Mrs. R. M. Babrey, and Mr. C.
A. Irvin.
II—Social Committee:
a. Purpose—To foster and
direct cultural and social activities.
b. Members — Miss V. F.
Bell, Chairman, Mr. A. C. Bowling, Miss M. A. Simmons, Dr. M.
B. Towns, Dr. W. L. Kennedy,
Dr. W. N. Rice, Mrs. T. Colman,
Mrs. M. W. Bolden.
At the end of fighting in Euroue, Army Ordnance bomb disposal experts w e r e handling
three and one-half tons of hazardous ammunition per man per
month.

I am sure I voice the sentiment of the entire Summer
School when I say that the social committee has wonderfully
entertained us this year.
The reception at the opening
of school in Holland Hall was
a different but very enjoyable
form of entertainment. It has
caused us to know each other
better.
The room was beautifully
decorated with mixed flowers of
the season.
Miss E. J. Wilmer, who sat
at the end of the beautifully
decorated table was hostess.
Everyone was warmly received by President Bluford,
Dean Gibbs, Mrs. Gibbs, Miss
Simmons and others.
After making acquaintances,
chatting with old and new
friends, and playing various
games, we were served a delicious menu of "F'rappe, Cakes
and Nuts'".
Music was furnished by Mr.
Martin.
Mrs. M. H. Jones, reporter.

By CATHERINE J. DERR, '46
The Business Educational program at the Agricultural and
Technical college has been under the supervision of Mr. L.
A. Wise since 1928. Since that
time, considerable progress has
been made in the Business Department in both the Business
Administration and Commercial
Education field.
The Business Education was
not operated on a college basis at
this Institution before 19 30. In
the Fall of 19 28, a combination
of Business Administration and
Secretarial Science program of
education was made a part of
the college curriculum, at which
time the service of Mr. L. A.
Wise was secured as the first
teacher in this field on College
level. He introduced the Principles of Management, Money
and
Banking, Salesmanship,
Office Management,
Business
Law, and Real Estate as the
business curriculum.
Many
improvements
have
been made in the equipment of
this department since 19 28. At
first, there were only seven typewriters, one work table, and one
mimeograph machine. Now, we
have
twenty-six
typewriters,
several adding and duplicating
machines, all in very good condition. Besides having courses
offered in the operation of these
different machines, we have
courses in Bookkeeping and Accounting, Business Mathematics,
Law, Office Training, Salesmans h i p, Insurance,
Secretarial
Studies, and Real Estate.
Since the work began more
than one hundred and fifty people have completed the department and are now gainfully occupied as teachers of commercial
subjects, social workers, and
secretaries to executives. They
are also employed in insurance
companies, community 1 centers',
colleges and as secretaries to
county agents. The facilities of
the department have been steadily improving in equipment,
teaching staff and books to a
point where it is now able to
compete with many of the older
commercial departments of colleges in the United States.
The Secretarial Course has
been a great help to many of the
students while in school to aid
them in getting finance while
working in the offices. Many of
them from the Business Education Department have, since their
graduation, been working as secretary to some of the School
Officials as follows: Miss Biglow, Secretary to the President
of this Institution, Miss M.
Moore, Secretary to the Bursar,
Miss Edwards, Secretary to the
Treasurer, Mr. Gordon, Secretary to the Dean of the Mechanic
Art Department, and Miss Truesdell, Secretary to the Registrat.
Example of outside employment
is Miss Catherine Atkinson,
Goldsboro, North Carolina, a
graduate of the Class of 1945,
is now secretary to the Dean of
School of Music at Howard University. Many other A. and T.
former students have war jobs
as file clerks, junior typists, and
secretaries.
The other opportunities offered in the field of Business Education at A. and T. are: Training to fit one for owning and
operating a small business for
onesself or to act as manager
for another.
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Crowning
M i s s A&T
(Continued From Page One)
Mr. James Gilliam, Mr. Richard
Harrell, Mr. Benjamin Thomas,
Mr. Prezell A. Robinson, Mr.
Frnak Summer, Mr. J o s e p h
Camp, Mr. Arthur Williams, Mr.
Herman Stanback, Pvt. Thomas
Michaux.
The flower girls were: Barbara Martin, Gwendolyn Shippman, Ann Reese, Anna Louise
Watson. The crown bearer was
Robert Martin.
There were several selections
given in honor of the Queen.
Miss Joselyn Bailey gave a piano
solo.
Singing and rhythm was by
the Kindegarten children here
at the Nursery School with Andree Carter as narrator. A vocal duet was given by Miss
Dorothy Lefette and Mr. Richard
Johnson. Mr. Robert E. Martin
gave the history of Miss A. &
T. from 1934 until the present
time. Caldonia Brown a student here gave a vocal solo.
Mr. Albert Spruill gave a reading and the Choral Group included the students of the Vacation School at Hayes-Taylor Y.
M. C. A. Presentation of prizes
were by Dean W. T. Gibbs. The
program ended with the presentation of the annual trophy to
Miss A. & T. of 1945.
Lois P. Hamilton '46'.
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Army Shows Advancement In Science

A Sgt of A. A. F. shows President Bluford Army improve merits while crowd looks on.
An educational
demonstration unit of the untilization of
air craft equipment and material
for teaching purposes was presented
Wednesday
morning,
July 18, in the gymnasium of the
A. and T. college.
Capt. John D. Odum, from

Army Air Forces Headquarters
in Atlanta, Ga., and a party of
several officers and assistants
were in charge of the demonstrations and lectures. Each member of the military unit are instructors in the AAF Training
Command and were educators
in civilian life. They discussed

Training aids and Techniques
,'hich were of special interest to
the secondary and college teachers.
The program was designed to
prepare for the utilization of air
craft equipment and material
which is now being made available without costs to colleges
and schools according to Dr. F.

D. Bluford, president of the institution.
Attending the demonstration
were superintendents of schools,
principles of high schools, teachers of science and mathematics,
college administrators, college
instructors, visual aid directors
and vocational directors and
teachers.

Thus was the dawn of archi- a servant to the whims and fantectural enterprise here in Amer- cies of the masses. The home is
ica who was destined to become the seat of the "American Way
the "Melting Pot of Nations" of Life", and the architect is
The fascinating significance of his court was the builder, ceive of anything more symbolic and the world's richest country. one who can provide this type of
that the above-mentioned sub- but somewhere behind it all of religious fervour and endeavor Colonial, Spanish, Dutch, French, service by fitting you with a
or than the Gothic churches, with Cape Cod, and Mediterranean home of your choice, like n
ject implies to me is a utilitar- stood some mastermind,
ian art and an exact science that should I say masterminds, who their spires piercing the sky, dwellings, like the peoples who tailor does a suit. In the era of
overcomes the forces of nature were the forerunners of the erected by t h ^ Gothicists as a came here, soon dotted the hills post war construction when the
to provide for man shelter, one modern architect. This desire for pledge of their faith, i. e., Notre and vales of our nation in re- millions of veterans return,
of the three necessities of life. better living at first was only en. Dame de Paris, Amiens Cathed- membrance of the motherland. their immediate concern beside
As I trek on my journey through joyed by the rich, the nobility, ral, Cathedral du Chartres? I However, with the Industrial remunerative capacitance shall
this institution of higher learn- whose palaces, villas, and cha- think not. Can anyone visualize Revolution and the centraliza- be a home, and the architect will
ing striving to attain my goal, teaux were paradises in the midst the mammothness, the grandeur, tion of population in cities the be the one to fulfill the dreams
I can't help but ponder and won- of the dire poverty of the masses. and the architectural skill that trend from farm to city created of those home-owning aspirants.
der if the majority of the stud- Let us imagine Ancient Greece is represented by St. Peter in a need for new types of edifices The architect has truly instilled
ents realize the importance of with its classic splendor, or Rome, the seat of the Roman for social, industrial, and living himself in the life of his com.
this highly rated and esteemed Rome with its stately civil archi- Catholic church, which was the purposes; these were the dwell- munity and will prove a vital cog
profession. In order that archi- tecture that voiced the spirit of work of several masters?
ings, apartments, houses, and in the post war plans of any
tecture and the duties and re- its conquering legions and we
True, these are churches, but finally the skyscrapers so fa- type.
sponsibilities of an architect may see architecture as a dominat- church architecture has always miliar to us today.
The horizons are bright for
be known and appreciated, I ing factor in the life of the peo- played a vital role as the church
The Woolworth Building in the architect and the builder,
present the following in the hope ple.
was more or less the only place, | New York, erected primarily for and they will truly be needed
that the aforementioned will be
These centers of culture, edu. in days of old during the time j advertisement and to save real in the "World of Tomorrow" as a
done.
cation, and gay revelry truly as- when absolute monarchy was a estate costs, truly is a gem of "designer of men's dreams".
Building construction is a sert the truth in the statement, doctrine, where the common man architectural merit. The Empire Therefore, with this in mind
priceless heritage that has come "Architecture is the mother of could enjoy hospitable environ- State Building, the tallest build., and the thought that some day
to us through the ages and has all art,'' for the finer things of ment. There, however, are not ing in the world, which to the I may be an architect or masterbeen a culmination and assimila- life require a proper environ- only churches but also many observer seems like a dagger builder, I have written this
tion of ideas which hare taken ment to be enjoyed. Thus, we places which were constructed piercing the sky is a monument article.
significance in the form of stone, see architecture coming into its for the rich, and today are land- to engineering skill and archiELLIS E. HARRIS, '47.
wood, brick, and finally (in our own relm as a subject for the marks eagerly sought by tourists tectural accomplishment.
Note: We do not have an
time) steel. In the beginning, scholars and for a while, par- when traveling abroad.
These two are but few of the Architectural Society or Club
as we all know, man dwelled in ticularly during the black days
In the above I have given many I could mention, such as, here on the campus, but in the
the most menial type of shelter, of war and famine that ravaged merely a background of archi- the Chrysler Building, New York future we hope that our work
lacking the conveniences and the European continent, archi- tecture in the past, but smec- Telephone Building, The Pan- wlil be indicative of the ideas we
comforts of life that we are ac- tecture, as did other learning, tite past influences the present hellenic House, Palmolive Build- held in common while matricuquainted with and usually de- went into the monastries studied and the future, I deemed it ing, which exemplify the sky- lating, and that we shall organmand today. However, as time only by a few. The dilemna, worthy of note.
scraper trend. Then too, there ize one soon.
passes into years and years into however, was short and after a
In these days of industrializa- has been the design of huge
centuries there was an incentive, brief set-back architecture came tion, commercialization, and a industrial plants such as the STAFF DISCUSSES
STANDARDS
into
the
public
eye
again
and
a powerful inclination, a burncentralized populace, the trend General Motors Building, the
ing desire to make his living building was on the upgrade.
(Continued From Page One)
in architecture has been great, Willow Run Plant and many
quarters more than merely a
It was immediately following particularly here in America others where the architect was her own teaching.
shelter from the elements. Thus,
Those leading in the discusthis dilemna that architecture where inventive genius and com- sought. Today in this era of
was founded the beginning of
conventional, and sion included Messers J. A. Tarreached its peak and men came petitive thought has given rise functional,
architectural endeavor.
w h e r e pley, Consultant in the work,
into their own right and received to our metropolises and cities modern architecture,
As we look back and gaze at note for their worthy accom- as we know them today. Less architectural science and engi- shop; A. C. Bowling, engineerthese monuments of time we see plishments; these men were the transition from the old to neering skill have been combined ing department; M. B. Towns,
The architect, as the new be too abrupt and start- for the use of the human race, chemisty; F. A. Mayfield, archithe Pyramids, the Taj Mahal, architects.
Notre Dame Cathedral, the Lean- such, who had heretofore been ling, let me say now that Ameri- building has become one of the tecture and building; L. A. Wise,
ing Tower of Pisa, the Louvre, an inconspicuous individual ex- ca in its beginning was not the greatest industries in the world. business; G. A. Rivers, physical
the Colossieum, the Parthenon, cept in rare cases like Da Vinci, America we know today. In the This is not only true now, but education, and Miss Myrtle
education.
and m a n y others too numerous Michelangelo, Brunelleschi, Phi- beginning as in all other things will also hold true for the post Thompson, nursery
to mention that impart to us ac- dias or some of the others, now the homes were as crude as they war era when construction will Dean Gibbs, director of Sumover the
complishments of the past. At assumed his place in society. could be despite the plentiful- begin anew to replace the rubble mer schol, presided
meeting.
and
debris
that
are
results
of
first man was insignificant un- Space does not permit me to ness of building material •— the
less he was of the nobility, so it elongate and elaborate on the reason being a lack of tools to World War II.
The gods of the ancient Maywas often that the builder was styles, periods, and the outstand- work with, but as time marched
The architect in the past and
ans personified nautre.
not given credit for his achieve- ing works of the architectural on and Colonial Expansion took as I may have depicted herein
ments and too, often was the profession, but here I will cite place "better living" became the is not only a builder for the
Guam was discovered by the
time the king or some member
rich or for industry, but also Portuguese Magellan in 1521.
two examples. Can anyone con-motto.
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FRONTS

Have Responded To the Call For Pictures

The following are some perti
nent questions raised and an- I
swered during a discussion in
I he Veteran's Conference at
Agricultural and Technical College:
Question: Are common law
marriages recognized in the administration of soldier's pensions?
Answer: Yes. In some states
like Alabama, si., months of
common law marriage is regarded as legal.
Question:
Do
illigitimate
children receive benefits derived
from their parents?
Answer: Yes, w i t h proper
proof.
Question: Must a soldier be in
ELLWOOD M. WHITE, SK2K
PFC. RUBEN G. BURRELL
PFC. CAL L. FOX
ROBERT WALTER MeNAIR
the army for one year before he
is entitled to insurance?
Dear
Classmates
and
friends:
433rd A. A. F.
June 28, 1945.
Pfc. Cal. L. Fox of Walston.
Answer: No, ninety days is
I have recently received the
C. A. A. F.
burg, R. I., 201 Wallace St.,
I have been asked to send in
the minimum requirement.
May issue of "The Register." 1
Squadron C,
Question: How are benefits Farmsvillie is somewhere in to the Register a picture of my- noticed your announcement to
Chico, California
Germany. He entered the army self, and also a brief history of all service men and women who
paid?
June 17, 1945.
Answer: On monthly install- in April, 943. He was a sopho- my life. I am only too glad to are sons and daughters of A. and The Register, Editorial Staff,
more and a member of the ROTC do so, and I hope enough service- T. to contribute to an official A. and T. College,
ments.
Question: If the immediate at A. and T. college, Greensboro.
pictorial album, which is in pro- Greensboro, N. C.
S
beneficiary dies is the next of He has two other brothers in men and women will send theirs gress. I hope I'm not too late in Dear Editors:
kin entitled to receive pensions the service. One is with the Navy so that the book may be com- sending my photograph. If it is
I recently read in the Register
if they qualify?
possible, I would like to receive that an Official Pictorial Album
Bainbridge, Md. One is with the pleted.
Answer: Yes.
I was born in Philadelphia, an issue of The Register at each is in the process of publication,
army somewhere in the South
Question: If parents are killed
which will include the photoPa., January 31, 1925. Moved to publication.
while in service, are their child- Pacific. He is the son of Mrs. Greensboro, N. C , in 1926; atHere are a few facts about graph and a short history of all
ren entitled to educational pen. Lula H. Fox, R. I. Watsonburg. tended Washington Street Gram- myself.
the sons and daughters of dear
.
«
_
sions?
At the beginning of the fall old A. and T. who are now servmar school, and upon completion
Answer: No educational pen- A. A N D T. PRESENTS
of same I attended James B. quarter of 1942, I entered A. and ing in the armed forces of the
sions are provided by law as yet DR. O. A. F U L L E R A N D MR.
Dudley high school, and from T. as a freshman of the class of United States.
for such children, but they are B E R N A R D L. M A S O N IN
there to A. and T. College where '£6. I came from a small town in
Enclosed is a small photo of
entitled to receive pensions from A RECITAL
I completed one year. In the New York state called Ossining. myself, and I shall endeavor t o
their parent's death.
The students and faculty of summer of 19 42 I joined the U. My major was commercial art. give you a brief history of myQuestion: Is the amount of A. and T. college heard Dr. O. A. S. Navy and have seen 22 months Music and sketching are my fa- self.
pensions the same regardless to Fuller head of the department of overseas service in Guantauama vorite hobbies.
I graduated from A. and T.
rank?
I am a pledgee to Omega Psi in 1941, at which time I received
^ ^
music at Lincoln University, Bay, Cuba.
Answer: Yes.
Trusting this will ^ • f i c e , I Phi fraternity. Track, basketball my B. S. in Fine Arts. In the fall
Missour, and Mr. Bernard L.
Question: Are instructions in Mason, head of the department remain,
and tennis are my f a v o r i t e of '41, I entered Columbia Uni.
,
the from of lectures or advice on of music at A. and T. college, in
sports. I entered the Naval Con- versity on a scholarship from
Helpfully yours,
the G. I. Bill of Rights given to a joint musical recital on Fristruction Battalion, commonly the state and Virginia Museum of
Robert Walter McNair,
returning veterans before they day, August 3, 19 45. This proreferred to as the "Seabees," on Arts. Received my M. A. from
Mus. 2/.c.
are discharged?
September 25, 1943. I am now Columbia in '41, entered the Arts
gram was a highlight of the sumAnswer: Yes.
stationed in Admiralty Is., where Students League after receiving
mer session.
Question:
Are non-service
I have been for 16 months.
Dr. Fuller played several numfirst prize in a nationwide comconnected disabilities pension- bers of his own arrangement and
I must say that I've missed petino. Left the League in ' 4 2 ;
able?
A. and T. very much. 1 often re- have exhibits in Virginia Mucomposition. The most appreciAnswer: Yes.
call the enjoyable times I had seum fo Arts, Norfolk Museum:
able of these were his Rhapsody
Lt. William Bell, former all- there. I only regret that I will
Question: Does a buddy's affi- in G and Pinocchio's Music Box.
of Arts and Science, American
American tackle at Ohio State not be able to graduate with the
davit have to be certified before
Society of Artist Gallery in New
Mr. Mason received great
University and coach of the Army class of '46.
a notary public?
York, Museum of Modern Arts,
oviation for the excellent perAnswer: No, the commanding formance and is to be commend- Air Field at Tuskeegee, will beGood luck to all of you.
New York, Columbua University
officer certifies the written state- ed for his fine choice of selec- come head coach and director of
Ellwood M. White, SK2K
Gallery, Miller and Rose, Richment in case of his absence a tions. Among his choice of selec- Physical Education here.
20th Sp. N. C. B. D-3
mond and Norfolk, Va., and a
He will assume his duties as
non-commissioned officer may tions were: R o m a n c e by
San Francisco, Calif.
one-man show at Robert Robin_
soon
as he is discharged from
certify the statement.
C/o F. P. O.
son Memorial Library, Arlington,
Wieniawski and Schon Rosmarin
the armed forces.
—By MARIE D. RIVER.
Va., and exhibit Negro Exhibiby Kreisler.
Lt. Bell will coach all Varsity Dear Sirs:
tion, Atlanta University.
This program was one of the
sports here at Dear Aggie. He is As a former member of the
most enjoyable of the summer
I did free lance work and dea graduate of Ohio State, and student body of your college, I
session.
also received his M. A. degree am asking if it may be possible fense plant camouflage work un—MARIE D. RIVERS.
there. He has coached at Florida to get a copy of your newspaper. til I entered the army in 19 43;
qualified for OCT, was later inA new vegetable, tampala, was A. and M. College bringing them If there are some old copies that jured in basic training and sent
top
victories
before
joining
the
introduced recently from China
give the location of most of the
to Chico Army Air Field in the
Thomas Wilson, baritone, will and India.
army in 1943.
former students who are in the
Fourth Air Force, where I was
appeal-appear in concert Thursarmed forces, a copy will be apmade post artist. Have my own
day, July 26, at 11:00 a. m.
preciated.
studio on the post, where I paintin the Harrison auditorium of
Sincerely yours,
ed the Post Gate insignia and nuA. & T. College, Greensboro, N.
T/Sgt. John H. Wright,
merous other designs. Am now in
C, it has been announced by
334th Q. M. Laundry Det. (M)
full charge of the Post Art deDean Warmouth T. Gibbs, diC/o 29 4th General Hospital
partment.
•.xojoo.i
A. P. O. 74, C/o Postmaster,
Hoping this meets with your
Born in Anderson, S. C , WilThe Editorial Staff of The Register is happy to announce
San Francisco, Calif.
approval, and looking to see the
son moved to Wahsington, D.
Luzon,
P.
I.
publication of the Album soon,
('., where he attended public that an official pictorial album is in the process of publicaI remain)
school. He studied piano for a tion which will include the photograph and a short history NOTE FROM FORMER
Sincerely yours,
number of years, but gave it of all the sons and daughters of A. and T. who are now serv- STAFF MEMBER
Pfc. Reuben G. Burrell,
Greetings from Marseille. The
up in favor of voice. I-lis first
A. S. N. 33542161
recognition came as solaist in ing or have served in the Armed Forces of the United card says Reims but I am now in
the Armstrong High School Glee States.
France. I guess many of the
TEACHER SHORTAGE
Club of Washington, D. C. On
places you saw in 1918 are now
The album has the full support of President F. D. Blu- familiar to us—Paris and Mar- Never before in Colorado's
graduation he moved to New
York, where he studied with ford, the administrative officers, faculty and student body saille are the places for me.
history has the state had so few
Caska Bond, and subsequently
Wish the college much suc- teachers to fill so many available
of
the
college.
In
order
that
the
work
may
be
complete
in
was chosen by Ziegfield to apcess in its efforts to eradicate jobs, and indications point to a
pear as a singer in "Show Girl." every detail The Register Staff is respectfully and urgent- our short comings.
teacher shortage "for a long time
The appearance of the noted
to come." So says Miss M. Helen
T / 5 J. Neal King.
ly
requesting
that
all
sons
and
daughters
of
the
institution
artist at A. & T. College is a
Carpenter, acting director of the
259th QM Bkry Det.
feature of the summer school cooperate with us to the end by sending immediately your
University of Colorado placeAPO 513 c/o P. M.
ment bureau.
lyceum program.
New York, N. Y.
photograph and short history.

The A g g i e s
New Coach

Thomas Wilson,
Baritone, Here

Announcement To All
Servicemen
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T h e G r a d u a t e Schoo*
There has been a noticeable
increase in the enrollment of
the graduate school of Agricultural and Technical college.
Qualified students have an opportunity to pursue advanced
courses and research in Agriculture, Technical and Applied
Sciences.
The work of the graduate
school is under the general control of the graduate committee
whose chairman is Dr. W. L.
Kennedy.
Admission . to the Graduate
school may be granted to graduates of the institutions whose
requirements for degrees are sub-

stantially equivalent to those ot
the Agricultural and Technical
College of North Carolina.
Prospective students m a y
make inquiries regarding the
possibilities of graduate study
to the college registrar on the
chairman of the graduate school.
Candidates for the degree of
Master of Science are required to
do at least one full year's work
in residence and a theisis. If
work is done during the summer
session, a minimum of three
sessions of study and a residence
is required. Credit will be given
for the thesis.
—MARIE D. RIVERS.

Spring Honor Roll
The honor roll for the Spring Wiley, Archie, Mebane.
Quarter 1945 as released by the
Junior Class
Registers office.
Bluford, Eva, Phila, Pa., Bar"A" Honor Roll
ber, Annie, Belhaven, Hanks, •
Senior Class
Travis, Greenville, Brannon, AlCollier, Annie A., Rahway, N. lene, East Spencer, Battle, Irene,
J., Johnson, Julia L., Martins- Nashville, N. ('., Childs, Leroy,
ville, Va., Penn, Thomas H., Wilmington, Derr, Bessie, HickReidsville, Simon, Janie R., ! ory, Hill, James W., High Point,
C. P. Pate, chife Veterans Rehabilitatio on and Education Division, Fayetteville, Wadesboro, Litaker, Sadie, Con- Home, E d w i n , Greensboro,
cord, Moore, Goldie, Newark, N. Jacobs, Anna, Clarkton, Lawson,
speaking in the opening session of the Vet erans Institute.
J.
Wm., Kinston, McNair, Lubertha,
Junior Class
wide committee was appointed
Greensboro. Mclntyre,
Alma,
Bradshaw, Mae, Mebane, Derr, Goldsboro, Powell, Corine, Scoton Veterans Benefits and Postwar Information," with A. and Catherine, Hickory, Dean, Lu- land Neck, Sapp, James, GreensT. college being designated as cinda, Greensboro, Griffin, Nan- boro, Wins, Lois, Rocky Point,
headquarters. Rev. J. T. Hairs. cy, Tyron, Holt, Robert, Lexing- Watson. Frances Jean, Birmington, Pastor,
Shiloh
Baptist ton, Mims, Jessye Mae, New Or- ham, Ala.
church, Greensboro, was elected leans, La., Montford, Geraldine,
Sophomore Class
Guidance and Counseling. The chairman, and Dr. Virgil A. Burgaw, N. C, Nixon, Louise,
(Continued From Page One)
Allen, Cora, High Point, DebGreensboro, N. C. Mr. Stevens question and discussion period Clift, A. and T. college, was Hertford, Plummer, Mary Ridge- nam, John, Raleigh, Diggs, Wm.,
way, Reeves, Reginald, Greens- Rock Hill, S. C . Hazel, John,
spoke on "Loans for Veterans was led by Mr. Arnett, A. and T. named secretary.
boro, Smith, Eremnise, New Greensboro, Jones, Lola. MurThe
purpose
of
the
committee
College.
for the Purchase and ConstrucThe final session of the two is to co-operate with the veterans York City.
freesboro, McNeil, Edith, Laurintion of Homes." Mr. W. D.
day
institute was opened by a administration and other governSophomore Class
burg, Powell, Geraldine, Norfolk,
Scarborough, representing the
ment agencies in the collection
Brower, Hosea, Hemp, Bell, Va., Richardson. Harold, LeesFarm Security Agency, explain- discussion on "Veterans Beneand dissemination of informa- Barbara, Jackson, Harris, Ellis, burg, Fla., Russell, Jas. P.,
ed the method of procedure for fits and Post War Information''
tion concerning benefits provid- Portsmouth, Va., RodgerSj Hay- Greensboro, Smith, E r n e s t ,
by
Robert
Mosely
state
repreobtaining loans ror veterans for
ed by law for veterans of world wood, Creswell, Smith, Altheria, Greensboro, Shakespeare, Lloyd,
sentative
of
Greensboro,
N.
C,
the purchase of farms and farm
war ILJfcd their dependents.
In
his
discussion
he
stated
that
W a r s a w , Wallace, Charles, New York City, Troxler, Juanita,
equipment. Mr. E. C. Calhoun,
laws were passed making it
Greensboro.
Greensboro, Taylor, Viola, Salem,
Security National Bank, Greenspossible for veterans under 21 MR. BERNARD L. MASON,
Freshmien Class
Va.
boro, N. C, spoke on Loans for
years of age to execute the prop- HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Boomer, Blach, Elizabeth City,
Freshman Class
Veterans for Business Projects
er legal documents necessary for OF MUSIC
Daughtrey, Fleance, New York
Bro^n, Carolyn, Lynchburg,
after w h i c h followed a questhe purchase of real property.
Mr. Bernard L. Mason, of Des City, Greene, Cyrus T., Greens, Va., Clark, Edw., Chadbourn,
tion and discussion period, led
He
also
discussed
the
workMoines,
Iowa, has been the head boro, Graves, Oakalea, Brown Dove, John, Kinston, Dupree,
by Mr. R. E. Jones, U. S. Agriings
of
the
newly
created
North
of the Department of Music at Summitt, Howard, Omeata, Wil- Elaine, Farmville, EVans, Dallas,
cultural Extension Service and
Carolina
Veterans
Commission
A. and T. College since 1942. He mington, Hutcherson, Harold, Winston, Edgecomb, Myitis, W.
Mr. Gregg, North Carolina Mutwhich
proposes
to
serve
as
a
was appointed a member of A. Oxford, Howell, James E., Suf- Palm Beach, Fla., Garrett, Eliz.,
ual Insurance Company.
coordinating agency with cities, and T. college music faculty in folk, Va., Jackson, Bossie, New- Greensboro, Hardy, Eunice, DeThe general theme of discus- counties and districts in direct- 19 3 4 after his graduation from ark, N. J., Jones, Ruth E., New- troit, Mich., Jones, T. B., Jr.,
sion for the night session was ing veterans to the proper chan- the Conservatory of Music, port News, Va., Milton, Juanita, Irmo, S. C, Jones, Idell, Sims,
"Employment of Veterans." A nels in order to secure the bene- Oberlin College. During the Brown Summitt, Marshall, Ros. N. C, Leach, Francis C , Ramrepresentative from the 4th Civil fits to which they are entitled school year 1944-45, he was en- etta, Charlotte, Skelton, James, seur, Long, Thomas, Fernandina,
Service Region, Winston-Salem, as provided by the state and rolled in the school of music at Greensboro, Savage, L a u r a, Fla., Perry, Alice, Birmingham,
spoke on the opportunities for federal government.
the University of Michigan where Greensville, Simmons, Dorothy, Ala., Royster, Rubie, Nelson, Va,.
Troxler,
Rubye, Steele, Lottie, Greensboro, Samuemployment in United States
Aaron Day, Director of Educa- he completed his requirements Greensboro,
Civil Service positions and the tion for Personnel for the North for the Master's degree in music. Greensboro, Zollicoffer, Lawr- els, Lois, J., Winston-Salem,
preference given veterans. Mr. Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
Tatum, Lucille, Stuart, Va.,
Mr. Mason is nationally ac- ence, Littleton.
Trade Students
R. G. Goodwin, State Veterans Company of Durham, spoke of claimed as one of America's finWagner, D a v i d ,
Lexington,
Wallace, Lathan, Vanceboro. Wells, Lucille, Enfield.
Employment representative, War America as a soul and the true est musicians. He is the most
Ranking Students
Manpower Commission, Raleigh, American as a man who loves the outstanding violinist of the
Trade Students
Johnson, Julia L., Senior
North Carolina, explained the soul of America as is expressed Negro race. Mr. Mason's versitilC l a y , Vivian, Woodsdale,
role of the United States Em- in the desire of the American to ity as a musician is nationally Class, Holt, Robert, Junior Class, Dowels, Hazel, Lenoir, Dorsett,
Sophomore Warren, Greensboro, Dorsett,
ployment Service in the place- be free. He stated that great re- as well as locally recognized. Brower, H o s e a ,
ment of veterans. The question sponsibility rests with citizens During the past year, while Class, Harris, Ellis, Sophomore Oran, Greensboro, Livingstone,
and discussion period followed, and on the home front in assist- studying at the University of Class, Troxler, Rubye, Freshman Alphonzo, Winston-Salem, Turbeing led by Mr. Wilburn ing veterans in reestablishing Michigan he played with the Class.
ner, Thelma Loretta, Sanford.
Wright, United States Employ- themselves morally, financially Michigan String Quartet. He
Strickland, Orebelle, Clinton.
" B " Honor Roll
ment Service, Greensboro, N. C. and spiritually. Speaking from plays the violin with superb
Senior Class
On Tuesday, July 11, the the subject, "Obligations and Re- technique and rhythmical preSTALEY APPOINTED TO
Akers, Alma E., Roanoke, Va., IMPORTANT FARM LABOR
the morning session was opened sponsibilities of Citizens for Giv- cision. He has given concerts in
Victoria G., Greensboro, RECRUITMENT POST
with Sgt. Barefield from ORD, ing Information and Assistance many of the leading Negro c o l - Black,
B o o n e ' B m m a ; C o £ i , e l d ; corpen
as speaker. Discussions on insur- to Veterans."
F. Marcus Staley. former
leges. While at the University of ing, Virginia, Lenoir, McDonald,
ance, hospitalization, pensions,
director of the school of agri"Obligations of the American Michigan, he was concert master
and benefits for veterans and Legion to the Returning Veter- of the university symphony or- Whilhelmena, Wilmington, Stan- culture at Georgia State College,
their dependants. Sergeant Bare- ans," was outlined by C. G. chestra. Besides mastering the back, Ernest, Ruffin, Traynhem, who helped to mobilize sufficient
field stressed the importance of Ervin, state commander division violin, Mr. Mason plays any band Gladys, Roanoke, Va., Trayn- workers last year to save a 5 5,ham, Muriel, Roanoke, Va., Garpromptness on the part of vet- B, American Legion, Raleigh, instrument well.
000 acre peanut crop, has been
rett, Dorothy, Detroit, Mich.,
erans in establishing proof of who said that legionnaires recogappointed as an assistant in the
He has membership in the Pi
Ruffin,
Gladys,
Windsor,
Shotheir disabilities, and filing their nized and would accept as a Kappa Lambda, a national honor
Farm Labor Program of Extenclaims.
challenge the responsibility of society in music and the Phi well, Anita, Whaleyville, Md., sion Service, Director M. L. WilAfterwards, the question and directing veterans to the proper Kappa Phi, a scholastic honor ful personality. Simplicity seems son has announced.
discussion period was led by agencies which will assist them given by the University of Michi- to be his motto. Because of his
In his new position, Mr. Staley
Dean W. T. Gibbs, A and T. in readjusting themselves edu- gan to its outstanding students friendliness and "easy to ap- will assist with the recruitment
College. Many questions were cationally, mentally and physic- in the various schools.
proach attitude," he is the pride and placement of colored farm
ally, and assist them in finding
asked from the floor.
Mr. Mason like all truly great of A. and T.'s campus. He is also workers in Alabama, Florida,
In the afternoon session, Dr. I profitable employment in the people, in spite of his great tal- an excellent music instructor, Georgia, North and South CaroW. D. Perry, Vocational Guid- areas of their training and ap^ ent and accomplishments, ex- who has the interest of his stud- lina, and Virginia. He will have
hibits a most unassuming man- ents at heart.
his headquarters at Americus,
ance Center, Chapel Hill, ad-1 titude.
Ga.
dressed the group on Veterans ' During the session, a state- nerism. He possesses a wonder—MARIE D. RIVERS.

Veterans Institute
Draws Crowd

